Hotel Restaurants and Cafés

SHERATON BOSTON HOTEL

SideBar
SideBar offers a robust drink menu and delicious food selection of small plates including sandwiches, salads, and desserts. After your long day of work or sightseeing, wind down in our relaxing seating and dining area.

Apropos
A variety of fare from comfort foods to fresh and healthy favorites. Join us for breakfast daily, or stop by for a light bite.

Paired
617-236-6141
A menu of expertly matched small plates, premium wines, and craft beers. Highlighting imaginative ingredient combinations, Paired delights the palate and invites exploration.

Market
A designer grab and go café located in the hotel lobby, features freshly made New England inspired fare for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Choose from a variety of locally made snacks and craft beverages.

MARRIOTT COPLEY PLACE

Champions
617-927-5304
Visit Champions Sports Bar for American cuisine. This local favorite is open for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Restaurant-goers can also enjoy entertainment courtesy of wall-to-wall TVs.

Connexion Lounge
617-236-5800
Unwind after a busy day in Boston's Back Bay at Connexion Lounge. Open daily, this vibrant restaurant is the ideal destination for dinner and drinks with friends or colleagues.

Starbucks
Grab a coffee in the lobby of the hotel.

WESTIN COPLEY PLACE

Bar 10 Boston
This sleek cocktail lounge showcases an array of innovative libations, more than 20 wines by the glass and a rotating selection of beers on tap as well as seasonal American fare.

The Huntington Boston
Stop by for a nourishing brunch or revitalizing breakfast during your stay at The Westin.

Ingredients (some assembly required)
An innovative restaurant concept featuring grab-and-go fare like hot breakfast sandwiches, pastries, fresh salads and Starbucks® coffee.

Fogo de Chão Brazilian Steakhouse
617-585-6300
Experience a taste of Brazil in downtown Boston at Fogo de Chão, the hotel's signature steakhouse restaurant.

ShabuMaru
Sample Japanese hot pot cuisine at ShabuMaru, a newly-opened restaurant in downtown Boston.

Nearby Restaurants

The Prudential Center Mall that connects the Marriott to the Hynes and Sheraton features a variety of restaurants and shops.

Eataly – 0.1mi
617-807-7300
Serving high-quality Italian food and drink.

Legal Sea Foods – 0.1mi
617-266-7775
Serving the freshest seafood. "If it isn't fresh, it isn't Legal."

Summer Shack Boston – 0.2mi
617-867-9955
Offers the freshest seafood available, including White’s famous pan-roasted lobster, hearty chowders, grilled fish, fried chicken, Boston's biggest raw bar, and even corn dogs for kids.

Abe & Louie’s – 0.2mi
617-536-6300
Award-winning signature menu items include prime aged Midwestern steaks and fresh seafood accompanied with seasonal produce and more than 200 globally sourced wines.

City Table – 0.3mi
617-933-4800
Contemporary American cuisine with a casual approach and an emphasis on fresh and organic ingredients.
**Post 390 – 0.6mi**  
617-399-0015  
Post 390 is an urban tavern serving refined American classics - familiar dishes made from the finest local ingredients.

**Bar Boulud – 0.2mi**  
617-535-8800  
A French-inspired bistro and wine bar, featuring local and seasonal dishes, traditional French bistro fare, signature charcuterie, and an impressive wine cellar.

**Brasserie Jo – 0.5mi**  
617-425-3240  
An authentic brasserie serving the casual French specialties of acclaimed chef Jean Joho.

**Dig Inn – 0.1mi**  
617-276-1001  
Dig Inn serves real food - mostly vegetables - grown by farmers, cooked by chefs, and inspired by the seasons.

**Lucca Back Bay – 0.5mi**  
617-247-2400  
Offers acclaimed Italian classics at moderate prices.

**Sorellina – 0.2mi**  
617-412-4600  
An upscale Italian grill located in the Back Bay owned by Chef Jamie Mammano and Paul Roiff.

**Tiger Mama – 1.3mi**  
617-425-6262  
Owned by James Beard, award nominated chef, Food Network personality and acclaimed restaurateur, Tiffani Faison.

**Tico Boston – 0.5mi**  
617-351-0400  
American at its core, yet influenced by Schlow's travels and love for Spain, Mexico and South America.

---

**Things to Do**

**New England Aquarium**  
Home to thousands of aquatic animals—from striped pyjama sharks to giant Pacific octopus to little blue penguins.

**Museum of Fine Arts**  
One of the world's greatest art museums with masterpieces from around the world and across the ages.

**Freedom Trail**  
A 2.5 mile red-brick trail through Boston’s historic neighborhoods that tells the story of the American Revolution.

**Prudential Center**  
Shopping center next to the Hynes Convention Center

**Boston Public Gardens**  
A large park in the middle of Boston. The Make Way for Ducklings statues can be found here.

**Black Heritage Trail**  
A 1.6-mile walking tour that explores the history of Boston’s 19th century African American community who primarily lived on the north slope of Beacon Hill.

**Path of Presidents**  
Connects stories to create an overarching narrative revealing an unparalleled catalogue of presidential history in Greater Boston, from presidents who were born here, went to school here, or otherwise made an impact on this region.